POLICY BRIEF

MAY 17, 2018

2 REASONS TN’S OBAMACARE PREMIUMS MIGHT STABILIZE
IN 2019 AND 1 REASON THEY MAY NOT
Health insurers in Tennessee’s Obamacare Marketplace have until July 25 to send regulators their proposed plans for
2019, but one is already setting expectations that rate hikes will be moderate or insignificant. In recent years, average
annual premium growth has been quite large. Below, we offer 2 reasons that may change next year — and 1 reason it
may not.
Note: We’ll know final plans and rates by late September, and open enrollment will run from November 1 to December
15, 2018.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• In previous years, insurers offering Obamacare plans in Tennessee set their prices too low to cover the costs of
enrollees. That may no longer be true.
• Two significant elements of uncertainty that contributed to previous rate hikes no longer apply.
• Federal policy changes made or proposed after 2018 rates were set have created new uncertainty that may affect
premiums for 2019.

1. In previous years, insurers offering Obamacare plans in Tennessee set their prices too low to cover
the costs of enrollees. That may no longer be true.
The degree to which plans were mispriced varied from insurer to insurer and from market to market, but the
trend is clear. When the Affordable Care Act (ACA) took effect in 2014, Obamacare plans in Tennessee had some of
the lowest premiums in the country. Meanwhile, the expected cost of covering Obamacare enrollees (largely driven by
health status) was higher in Tennessee than all but 2 other states, according to a Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of
2015 data.
After taking heavy losses, insurers either dropped out of Tennessee’s Marketplace or significantly raised their
prices. Between 2014 and 2018, the average premium (before subsidies) in Tennessee’s ACA Marketplace grew 185%.
Evidence suggests the new, higher premiums in Tennessee may come closer to covering enrollees’ costs.
Tennessee now has the 7th highest average Obamacare premiums in the country (before subsidies). Benchmarking
against other states, those premiums now fall more in line with enrollees’ health status. Insurers’ margins in the
Marketplace have also improved nationally since 2014.
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2. Two significant elements of uncertainty that contributed to previous rate hikes no longer apply.
Since 2014, the federal government has rolled back implementation of 2 ACA programs important to insurers’
bottom lines. The first, a temporary risk corridors program intended to help offset the financial risk of offering
Obamacare plans in the early years, was never fully funded. The second, cost-sharing reduction (CSR) payments meant
to reimburse insurers for mandated limits on certain enrollees’ deductibles and co-pays, ended last year after the Trump
administration determined the law had not properly funded them.
In 2018, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee and Cigna both attributed 14 percentage points of their average requested
rate increases to uncertainty about the future of CSR payments. Oscar, which was new to Tennessee’s Marketplace, said
CSR uncertainty accounted for 17% of its total 2018 requested rates for affected plans.
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Past uncertainty about these 2 programs should not affect insurers’ pricing decisions for 2019. The temporary risk
corridor program has expired, and efforts in Congress to fund CSR payments have stalled. Current Obamacare rates in
Tennessee were based on the assumption that CSR payments would end. As a result, we would not expect CSRs to have
a significant effect on premiums in 2019 (unless the feds change the rules for how insurers deal with the still-mandated
cost-sharing limits).

3. Federal policy changes made or proposed after 2018 rates were set have created new uncertainty
that may affect premiums for 2019.
Several federal policy changes implemented or floated since late 2017 could affect how insurers price their
Obamacare plans for 2019. They include:
•

Congress repealed the penalty for the individual mandate as part of tax reform legislation in December 2017.
As a result, some (primarily young and healthy) people who would have otherwise bought Obamacare plans
may choose not to do so.

•

The Trump administration scaled back the 2018 open enrollment period and reduced funding for marketing.
It’s not clear what effect this had or will have on enrollment, which was relatively flat in Tennessee for 2018.

•

The Trump administration recently announced new rules to allow more access to plans that don’t meet ACA
requirements. The effect of that change in Tennessee may be minimal, however, because such plans are already
available here through the Farm Bureau.

These changes effectively provide more alternatives to the Marketplace. When planning for 2019, insurers must
predict what (if any) effect these changes will have on enrollment.
Insurers predictions about how that plays out could affect their participation in the Marketplace and the prices
they set for 2019. For example, insurers could reasonably expect more young and healthy people to go uninsured in
2019 or opt for lower-cost, smaller-benefit plans that don’t comply with the ACA. To the extent insurers expect that to
happen, they may raise premiums for those remaining in the Marketplace, who would tend to be older and less healthy.
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